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Light-gathering macromolecules in plant cells transfer energy by
taking advantage of molecular vibrations whose physical
descriptions have no equivalents in classical physics, according
to the first unambiguous theoretical evidence of quantum effects
in photosynthesis published today in the journal Nature
Communications.
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Quantum mechanics explains efficiency of photosynthesis
phys.org › Physics › Quantum Physics
Light-gathering macromolecules in plant cells transfer energy by taking advantage of
molecular vibrations whose physical descriptions have no equivalents in classical
physics, according to the first unambiguous theoretical evidence of quantum effects in
photosynthesis published today in the journal ...
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The Magical Leaf: The Quantum Mechanics of
Photosynthesis ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RSKI5A_lsg

Apr 08, 2015 · This little movie, based on an excerpt from
Michael Brooks' latest book, "At The Edge Of Uncertainty,"
describes the quantum mechanical actions behind plant â€¦
Author: neuralsurfer
Views: 73K

Videos of quantum photosynthesis
bing.com/videos

See more videos of quantum photosynthesis

Quantum photosynthesis | Cosmos
https://cosmosmagazine.com/biology/quantum-photosynthesis
Photosynthesis is a fundamental chemical process for chlorophyll-containing life. It turns
out to be quantum, too.

Quantum biology - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_biology
Quantum biology refers to applications of quantum mechanics and theoretical chemistry
to biological objects and problems. Many biological processes involve the conversion of
energy into forms that are usable for chemical transformations and are quantum
mechanical in nature.

History · Applications

Quantum photosynthesis | The Scientist Magazine®
www.the-scientist.com › The Scientist › The Nutshell
Biologists have traditionally left quantum theory to physicists. But the complicated
interactions between matter and energy predicted by quantum mechanics appears to
play a role in photosynthesis, according to a study published this week in Nature --
affecting how energy from the sun makes its way to a cell's reaction centers before â€¦

Images of quantum photosynthesis
bing.com/images

See more images of quantum photosynthesis

Quantum effects observed in photosynthesis - phys.org
phys.org › Physics › Quantum Physics
Molecules that are involved in photosynthesis exhibit the same quantum effects as
non-living matter, concludes an international team of scientists including University of
Groningen theoretical physicist Thomas la Cour Jansen. ...

Everywhere in a Flash: The Quantum Physics of
Photosynthesis
https://www.wired.com/2010/02/quantum-photosynthesis
Everywhere in a Flash: The Quantum Physics of Photosynthesis By hitting single
molecules with quadrillionth-of-a-second laser pulses, scientists have revealed the
quantum physics underlying photosynthesis, the process used by plants and bacteria to
capture light's energy at efficiencies unapproached by human engineers.

BBC - Earth - Organisms might be quantum machines
www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160715-organisms-might-be-quantum-machines
Scientists spotted signs of quantum effects in the molecular centres for photosynthesis.
Tell-tale signs in the way the electrons were behaving opened the door to the idea that
quantum effects could even be playing an important biological role.
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Jim Al-Khalili - Quantum
Life: How Physics Can

YouTube · 8/21/2017 · 29
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Quantum Mechanics of
Photosynthetic Light
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When It Comes to Photosynthesis, Plants Perform
Quantum ...
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/when-it-comes-to...
When It Comes to Photosynthesis, Plants Perform Quantum Computation The wavelike
motion of energetic particles through photosynthetic systems enables plants to efficiently
capture the sun's energy By David Biello on April 13, 2007

Quantum Biology: Better Living Through Quantum
Mechanics ...
www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/blogs/physics/2014/03/quantum-life
Neural impulses in the brain are probably too coarse and classical to support the wave-
like quantum dynamics that hold sway in photosynthesis, but at the level of individual
synapses, the neurotransmitter binding mechanism might well benefit from the same
types of quantum dynamics that apparently enhance smell.
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